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Some of you in other contexts have heard me talk about
my concerns about government regulation -- more particularly
about what I consider to be a very compelling need for a much
greater degree of introspection and self-regulation on the part
of the private sector and the free enterprise system.

This

comes from my concern that there is a general trend in this
country toward government regulation of conduct that has
traditionally been regarded as private.

This regulatory

impulse, motivated by perceived concerns for the public interest,
is not new and certainly government regulation has been a way of
life for a generation of mutual fund managers.
proliferation

But still, the

in recent years of legislation and regulation,

covering everything from occupational health and safety to
corporate morality, reflects an acceleration of the trend
towards government involvment in corporate affairs which amounts
to quantum change.

I have frequently expressed my concern that

this trend toward increased government regulation creates an
imbalance in the relationship between the public and the private
sectors.
The regulatory presence, to the extent that it becomes
pervasive, tends to undermine the foundation of the private
sector -- the very decision process itself and the qualities
of will and iniative and self-sufficiency which are essential
to the growth and preservation of private enterprise.
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that discretion

responsibly

and change

structurally,

to minimize

that risk.
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which the Division has had underway for some time; however, it
will be more comprehensive in scope and will have more clearlydefined objectives.
The major objective of the study will be to develop a
system of rules which are consistent and comprehensive, designed
to give reasonably clear guidance to prudent fid~ciaries, and to
set standards of conduct and duty which will be enforceable in
court, both oy the Crnnmiss~on and by private litigants.

These

.rules will not govern minutiae -- we are not going to tell you
where or when to have your annual meeting.

In the process, the

staff will attempt to codify appropriate practices which have been
developed by application or interpretation and to eliminate the
unnecessary and the exotic.

The result should be a regulatory

system which relies primarily on funds and their managers to
discharge their duties properly and to make full and fair
disclosure, but which preserves a strong oversight function
for the Commission.
An example of the kind of rule I am speaking of is
proposed Rule l7j(l}, which requires funds to develop codes
of ethics governing trading by certain insiders in securities
in which the fund itself is trading.

The proposed rule contains

no prohibitions nor does it give examples of regulations which
I

the Commission might consider acceptable.

I do not know how

close this particular rule comes to achieving the desired
objective.

We will be analyzing your comments with that

thought in mind.

It does appear to be a step in the right

direction, however and I hope you will review it in that light.
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upholding a decision by independent directors to forego brokerage
recapture where the independent directors (1) were not dominated
or unduly influenced by the investment adviser~ (2) were fully
informed by the interested directors of the possibility of
recapture and the alternative uses of brokerage: and (3) fully
aware of this information reached a reasonable business decision
to forego recapture after a thorough review of all relevant
factors.
The Investment Company Act exists to exert a force to
counter the strong conflicts of interest inherent in the mutual
fund structure.

Heretofore, that force has been embodied by

the Commission staff, i.e., it has been an external force.
unfortunately, as I have said, this external force has worked
its way deeply into internal matters.

It is now time for

appropriate internal forces to be brought to bear.

I believe

that the independent directors, supported and prodded where
necessary by an appropriate internal structure, by the courts
and by the Commission, are the appropriate source of that force.
In this regard, a focus of the staff1s review of the Act
will be the possibility of differential regulation of funds with
independent boards of directors.

I have spoken in favor of

independent boards for corporations generally and I believe they
are particularly appropriate for mutual funds.

The Act requires,

as you know, that 40 percent of a fund's directors be independent,
but typically the adviser and its employees still constitute a
majority of the board.

If a majority or, perhaps, all of the
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Before

moving on I should refer to another

have read as limiting
Lasker v , _?~~~
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[CCH Fed. Sec. L. Rep. '196,282
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exercise

of sUbstantive

that the court viewed

business

judgments.

the role of the independent
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as being a check on management
Never t he Le ss , a question
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•
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.
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f

The decision

to spend a fund's'money

very fundamental

to sell shares

involves,

in
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But
in view of the inherent conflict of interest on the part of the
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ways,

and questions
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-

there are regulatory

to existing

I
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The release describing

that have to be made as well.
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that any rules

should have three fundamental

procedural
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that one way

.:
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of satisfying the first objective may be to require any fund
which pays for distribution of its shares to pay its adviser
a flat fee which would not increase proportionately with an
increase in fund size.

It may be possible to satisfy the

third Objective, protecting the interests of all shareholders,
by si~ply creating, in effect, two series of shares -- old
shares and new shares.

Rules along these lines would be somewhat

mechanical.
'The second objective -- procedural safeguards -- cannot
be met mechanically, however.

Procedures alone cannot insure

the objectivity of a decision to spend fund assets.

No doubt

rules can contain specific requirements for approval by shareholders and by disinterested directors.

Thus, the release

suggests that, perhaps, the whole board would have to be
disinterested.

However, no rule which permits an exercise of

judgment can insure that that judgment will be exercised
responsibly.

Consequently, any permissive rule in this area

would put a great responsibility on the shoulders of the
fund's directors' and its success would depend on directors
doing their job properly.

This presents both a 'challenge and

an opportunity and I hope you will take the time to study
the Commission's release and to give us your thoughtful
assistance in finding a way to permit funds to make this
sort of business judgment in a way which provides some
assurance tha~ the decision reached will be in the best interest
of the fUJlldand its shareholder s,
I
1-

-14I have been' speaking pr imar ily of .self-regulation for
individual funds.

I would now like to touch briefly on .the

question of self-regulation

on an indust:ry-wide basis ...Syd

Mendelsohn suggested this idea in his speech at the Mutual
Fund Conference
concept.

in Tucson and I endorse our.explora~ton -of the~

The staff study will consider .the possIbLl I ty .of

implementing such a system, focusing on such mattercs as the.
possibility of legislation to facilitate or require self~
regulation, the possibility of ~ifferential. regulation. for
members of a qualified self-regulatory

organization,

and the

kinds of functions that would be carried, out by or under the
auspices of such an organization.

Initially, I would. assume

that such an organization would undertake inspections,- revi~w
sales literature, regulate compliance -and selling.pr~ctices,

.

but it would eventually, I think, encompass much mo~e. Nat~ra+ly,
your input will be crucial in this process, so I strongly
urge you to give this matter, as well, you serious thought.
There are several' other matters I would like to toucb
on briefly, relating not to the internal governance of funds,
but to the proper role of funds as participants

tn the

securities markets.
The first has to do with funds. as corporate. o i t i zens ,
Why do most insti tutional investors rout-inel,.y
vote, the~r ahar es
of por tfol io secur ities for management? _ t sn 't there a:proper
role in corporate governance for institutional.investors

who ..

are, presumably, the most sophisticated ot all, investors?
may seem ironic for me to suggest this since the Commission

It
is
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the administrator
disclosure
concern
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street Rule.
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what other mechanIsms
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It they are not

or government

Interventions

Perhaps one solution

securities

posed and I am not suggesting

would be
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I ao not have a definltlve

but I have a very serious

be realized
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that go with ownershlp?

Wall

and the

participation

and most sophisticated

the responsibilities

to neutr~lize

is not

vote they cast is through the so-called

merits

responsible,

Congressional

But concern

If institutlons
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if the largest
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to express

dominance.

theIr responsibilitIes

only meaningful

are likely

ownership

investors.

answer to the questIons

I have

a brand new field of regulation,

concern and I would challenge

you

you to think about it.

The seconQ topic has to do with tunds as customers
in the market.

The economic

repercussions

of tUlly negotiated

rates in the securities

industry have caused a substantial

number of liquid~tions,

mergers

New York Stock Exchange

member

,~

a~d consolidations
firms and dramatic

marketing

approach

and structure

among survivors.

investors

have not been immune.

carefully

their trading and commission

among
shifts

in

Institutional

They have nad to examine
allocation

practices

and
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to formulate

new'policies

fully negotiated

and procedures

to sharply lower

prlclng

can also provide

consequences.

my concerns

about predatory

quality

Indeed,

I appreciate

leverage

concern

to consider

not merely commissions

alone.

may legitimately

for brokerage

good falth.

of many

rather than the
which accompany

nbt want to ~verpay,

all dimensions

of executlon

Section 28(e) recognizes

and

that

pay more than a bare bones execution

and research

services,

Some of you may be concerned
are going

to

on the part of

itself and the services

that a prudent' fiduciary-does

institutions

and

in their direction.

with the price of the execution

but It is important

concern,

the negotiating

there is an overriding

of the execution

regulators

destructlve

is such as to tip the initiative

some lnstitutions

provided

they do so in

about how courts and

to define' those terms.

That is a legitimate

but 'it should not be an over-riding onev reso Lved

simpl istically
remain

the cover for other less

It takes a customer' as well as a broker

the problem.

Further,

price

'rates. 'Yet these '

practicies' -- WhlCh are by definition

institutions

should lead

I have, in the past, expressed

community

an t i compe t t tive:
create

that these canditions

insti tutforial commission

same circumstances

to the brokerage

within a

rate environment.

It is to be expected

constroctive

for dealing

by reaching

for the lowest

rate.' It is and will

the r'espons ib t rrty of a fund in the pr oper exercise' of

its fiduciary

responsibilities

of the services
the securities

it receives
markets

to consider

the range' and quality

as well as the long-term

in paying

for securities

health of

transactions.

It
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While
affected

the net result of an execution

by the rate of commission

is certainly

paid, as you well know,

that rate is only one of the factors determining
execution

and the services

may have a tar greater
paid.

The cheapest

rendered.

The quality

is not necessarily

execution

best or in the best
or the tuture availability

capability.

It has been my intention
wIth you to challenge

of execution

impact on net price than the commission

interest of the fund or its shareholders
of competent

the quality of

in my first official meeting

you in my remarks

today and I hope that

you will accept

the challenge

offered.

is a natural human tendency to react negatively

There

in the spirit in which it is

to that which is new or different,

even on the part of those

who may not particularly

approve of the status quo.

will see this challenge

as I do -- as an opportunity

the proper balance between

the Commission

and to develop a more healthy
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